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1. Over the last fifty years, global actors have come together to address and combat public corruption and bribery in unprecedented ways. Following the lead of the United States, which had enacted the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1, et seq. ("FCPA") in the wake of the Watergate and other scandals, members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ("OECD") negotiated and adopted the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions ("OECD Anti-Bribery Convention"). The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention signified growing agreement among the international community on the need for a unified approach in the fight against corruption. Together with other international instruments, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention strengthened the enforcement of the FCPA and catalyzed anti-bribery and corruption efforts at the intergovernmental and national levels. As a result of these efforts, the FCPA and other state corruption laws began to influence and shape international business and contracts.

2. The FCPA is enforced by the United States Department of Justice ("U.S. DOJ" or "DOJ") and the Securities and Exchange Commission ("U.S. SEC" or "SEC") and does not confer a private right of action. But over the past two decades, the substantive and extraterritorial reach of the FCPA has had substantial and long-lasting effects on contracts with international corporations by spurring the development of sophisticated compliance programs, which often require anti-bribery and corruption commitments from commercial partners. Further, it is not uncommon for the DOJ to require U.S. companies to commit to entering into anti-corruption and audit agreements with third parties when evaluating the effectiveness of a company's FCPA compliance program.

3. International arbitration has become a key forum for the resolution of international trade and foreign investment disputes, which often raise issues relating to corruption
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4. Despite the influence that the FCPA and concerns surrounding international corruption have had in international arbitration, the ways in which international arbitral tribunals have resolved claims involving the FCPA remain relatively unexplored. This article surveys the FCPA in international commercial arbitration, assessing the role that the FCPA has played in international commercial arbitration and suggesting ways to avoid potential FCPA-related issues from arising. Part I outlines the main characteristics of the FCPA. Part II then addresses the mechanisms through which parties have used the FCPA, both as a shield and as a sword against foreign corrupt practices in international commercial arbitration, and suggests how to avoid potential conflicts and issues from arising during arbitration. Assessing how parties have brought FCPA-related claims before arbitral tribunals under both of these approaches demonstrates the importance of evaluating a party’s FCPA obligations, or general risks of corruption, at the time of contract formation and suggests that international commercial arbitration can be an effective forum for enforcing a company’s FCPA compliance program.

I. Main Characteristics of the FCPA

5. The FCPA makes it “unlawful for certain classes of person and entities to make payments to foreign government officials to assist in obtaining or retaining business.”

It contains anti-bribery as well as accounting provisions. These provisions apply broadly to both persons and companies acting in the United States and to persons and companies with certain connections to the United States. The following section details the requirements under the FCPA and provides an overview of the FCPA’s territorial and extraterritorial reach.


6. The FCPA prohibits inducing or influencing foreign officials to use their position to assist in obtaining or retaining business. Specifically, it prohibits offering, paying, promising to pay, or authorizing the payment of any “money, or anything of value” to a foreign official with the intention to: (i) influence any act or decision of the foreign official in their official capacity, (ii) induce such foreign official to act or omit to do any act in violation of their lawful duty as an official, or (iii) secure any other improper advantage, in order to obtain or retain business. The Criminal Division of the U.S. DOJ and the Enforcement Division of the U.S. SEC explain in their FCPA Resource Guide that they evaluate whether a payment or offer to pay has been made to a foreign official in violation of the FCPA using the “business purpose test." This is a broad test to assess whether an action was taken to obtain or retain business. The FCPA Resource Guide states that such actions to obtain or retain business include paying a bribe to: win a contract, influence the procurement process; circumvent rules for importation of products, gain access to circumvent licensing or permit requirements; obtain govern
7. The FCPA does not require the actor to accomplish the goal of whatever prohibited action they undertook in order to obtain or retain business, but instead conveys liability based on the actor’s intent. In addition to having the goal of obtaining or retaining business, the FCPA requires that the offer, promise, or authorization of a payment, or a payment to a government official be made “corruptly.”22 The FCPA Resource Guide defines “corruptly” as “an intent or desire to wrongfully influence the recipient.”22 A corrupt intent is necessary to establish both corporate criminal liability as well as civil liability.23 However, establishing criminal liability for an individual defendant under the FCPA, requires the individual to have acted “willfully.”24 U.S. courts have generally interpreted willful intent under criminal law to mean that the person acted with a bad purpose and did so voluntarily and purposefully.25 The individual does not need to affirmatively know that their conduct violates the FCPA specifically; however, the government must show that the individual generally knew that their conduct was unlawful.26

8. An important aspect of the FCPA is its broad view of what comprises a bribe. Under the statute, a bribe can consist of money or “anything of value” if it is given or promised with a corrupt intent to influence a foreign official to misuse their position.27 The statute does not define “anything of value,” but the FCPA Resource Guide provides that “[a]n improper benefit can take many forms,” including cash (possibly in the guise of “consulting fees” or “commissions” given through intermediaries), travel expenses, expensive gifts, or charitable contributions.28 The FCPA Resource Guide goes on to explain that small gifts or tokens of esteem or gratitude, if given openly and transparently, recorded in the giver’s books and records and permitted under local law, are appropriate and do not violate the FCPA.29 Further, “[i]tems of nominal value, such as cab fare, reasonable meals and entertainment expenses, or company promotional items, are unlikely to improperly influence an official, and as a result, are not, without more, items that have resulted in enforcement action by the DOJ or SEC.”30 The more extravagant the gift however, the more likely the DOJ or SEC are to view the gift as having been given for an improper purpose.31 Additionally, context is important and if gifts are given or travel expenses are paid “in conjunction with other conduct reflecting systemic bribery or other clear indicia of corrupt intent,” then such gifts or expenses are likely to be viewed as violating the FCPA.32 Companies that make payments or provide gifts to third parties, such as the family of foreign officials, in an attempt to influence the foreign official, may also be liable under the FCPA.33 Consequently, while what a bribe consists of may be quite broad under the FCPA, intent and context continue to be essential in determining if a company or individual has violated the FCPA.

9. The FCPA defines a foreign official as “any officer or employee of a foreign government or any department, agency, or instrumentality therefore, or of a public international organization, or any person acting in an official capacity for or on behalf of any such government or department, agency, or instrumentality, or for or on behalf of any such public international organization.”34

10. The FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions apply broadly to three categories of persons and entities. The first category is “issuers” and their officers, directors, employees, agents, and shareholders.35 The second category is “domestic concerns” and their officers, directors, employees, agents, and shareholders. The third category consists of other entities and individuals that take certain actions while in the territory of the United States.

11. The FCPA Resource Guide explains that under the FCPA, a company is an “issuer” if it has a class of securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act or if it “is required to file periodic and other reports with SEC under Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act.”36 In practice, this means an issuer is “any company with either a class of securities listed on a national securities exchange in the United States or a class of securities quoted in the over-the-counter market in the United States and required to file periodic reports with the SEC.”37 Therefore, foreign companies that have American Depository Receipts listed on a U.S. exchange are also issuers.38 Importantly, officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders acting on behalf of an issuer, regardless of nationality, can also be prosecuted under the FCPA.39

12. The second category of persons and entities subject to the requirements of the FCPA are “domestic concerns.”40 According to the statute, a “domestic concern” is “any individual who is a citizen, national, or resident of the United States; and any corporation, partnership, association, joint-stock company, business trust, unincorporated organization, or sole proprietorship which has its principal place of business in the United States, or which is organized under the laws of a State of the United States or a territory, possession, or commonwealth of the United States.”41 Officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders acting on behalf of a domestic concern, including foreign nationals or companies, may also fall under this category.42
13. The final category includes certain persons and entities, other than issuers and domestic concerns, acting while in the territory of the United States. The FCPA reaches this category of persons and entities through its territorial jurisdiction. As with the first two categories, officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders who act on behalf of such persons or entities may also be liable under the FCPA.

2. Accounting Provisions

14. In addition to its prohibitions against bribery, the FCPA includes accounting requirements that apply to public companies. These provisions focus on two areas. The first requires that public companies maintain detailed and accurate books and records. The second requires that these companies also have sufficient internal accounting controls over the company’s assets. The U.S. government takes the view that books and records as well as internal controls requirements are important in preventing corruption because “[f]ile payment of bribes often occurs in companies that have weak internal control environments.” These provisions therefore seek to safeguard against bribery and corruption.

15. The books and records and internal controls provisions do not specify the exact requirements to meet the necessary level of detail for books and records nor do they specify the exact controls that a company must implement and maintain. Instead, these provisions provide that issuers must “make and keep books, records, and accounts, which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer” (emphasis added).

With regard to internal controls, the statute requires issuers to devise and maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that

(i) transactions are executed in accordance with management's general or specific authorization;

(ii) transactions are recorded as necessary (I) to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or any other criteria applicable to such statements, and (II) to maintain accountability for assets;

(iii) access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization; and

(iv) the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences.

16. The statute defines “reasonable detail” and “reasonable assurances” as “such level of detail and degree of assurance as would satisfy prudent officials in the conduct of their own affairs.” By not defining the exact set of accounting standards and controls that a company must have, the FCPA allows companies the ability to develop a system of controls that meets the needs of the company. The FCPA Resource Guide explains that “the design of a company’s internal controls must take into account the operational realities and risks attendant to the company’s business, such as: the nature of its products or services; how the products or services get to market; the nature of its work force; the degree of regulation; the extent of its government interaction; and the degree to which it has operations in countries with a high risk of corruption.” This is the same starting point that DOJ uses in evaluating a company’s compliance program when determining whether to bring charges, and negotiating plea or other agreements.

17. Importantly, the FCPA’s accounting requirements apply beyond anti-bribery enforcement. Companies can therefore be charged by the SEC for violating the accounting provisions of the FCPA without any allegation of corruption or bribery. For example, in 2018, Agria Corporation reached a settlement with the SEC to settle charges that Agria had engaged in a course of fraudulent accounting related to a divestiture of a consolidated affiliated entity and “materially overstated the value of the consideration it received in the transaction and concealed material losses as a result of the divestiture.” The SEC found that these accounting failures resulted in Agria violating the books and records provision and the internal accounting controls provision of the FCPA. Under the terms of the settlement, the SEC and Agria agreed that Agria would pay a civil money penalty in the amount of $3 million.

3. Territorial and Extraterritorial Reach

18. The FCPA has broad jurisdictional reach and can apply to conduct both within and outside the borders of the United States through the establishment of jurisdiction in three ways. First, the FCPA applies to conduct within the territory of the United States under 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-3. Under this section, the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions cover any person or entity, including “foreign persons and foreign non-issue entities that, either directly or through an agent, engage in any act in furtherance of a corrupt payment (or an offer, promise, or authorization to pay) while in the territory of the United States.” Second, issuers and domestic concerns, as well as their officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders, may be liable under the FCPA for using the U.S. mails or any means of interstate commerce in furtherance of a corrupt payment to a foreign official. Under U.S. law, interstate commerce is trade, commerce, transportation, or communication among states or between any foreign country and any state or between any state and...
any place or ship outside of the United States.\textsuperscript{59} It also includes the intrastate use of any interstate means of communication, or any other interstate instrumentality.\textsuperscript{60} Finally, the “alternative jurisdiction” provision in 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-1, which applies to issuers, and in 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-2, which applies to domestic concerns, provides that the conduct in furtherance of a corrupt payment does not need to take place in the United States for the statute to apply. Under the “alternative jurisdiction” provision of the FCPA, which was enacted in 1998, “U.S. companies or persons may be subject to the anti-bribery provisions even if they act outside the United States” (i.e., jurisdiction based on the nationality principle).\textsuperscript{61}

19. The accounting provisions of the FCPA create mandatory requirements for any issuer. Issuer is defined in the same way it is in § 78dd-1 of the anti-bribery provisions.\textsuperscript{62} Unlike the FCPA’s bribery provisions, however, the FCPA’s accounting provisions do not apply to private companies.\textsuperscript{63}

4. Inchoate Violations: Aiding and Abetting, Conspiracy

20. Under federal law, individuals or companies that aid or abet an FCPA violation, may be held liable as if they had directly committed the offense themselves.\textsuperscript{64} Individuals and companies, both U.S. and foreign, may also be liable for conspiring to violate the FCPA – i.e., for entering into an agreement to commit an FCPA violation.\textsuperscript{65}

21. The 2018 Second Circuit opinion in United States v. Hoskins clarifies and limits the jurisdictional reach of the FCPA for aiding and abetting and conspiracy.\textsuperscript{66} Prior to Hoskins, the government’s position was that “[a] foreign company or individual may be held liable for aiding and abetting an FCPA violation or for conspiring to violate the FCPA, even if the foreign company or individual did not take any act in furtherance of the corrupt payment while in the territory of the United States.”\textsuperscript{67} Further, the 2012 U.S. DOJ and SEC FCPA Resource Guide stated that foreign nationals and companies could be liable for conspiring to violate the FCPA “even if they are not, or could not be, independently charged with a substantive FCPA violation.”\textsuperscript{68} The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held in Hoskins that a person may not be guilty as an accomplice or a co-conspirator for an FCPA crime if he or she is a “foreign national who acts outside the United States, but not on behalf of an American person or company as an officer, director, employee, agent, or stockholder.”\textsuperscript{69}

22. The second edition of the FCPA Resource Guide, published in July 2020, maintains that “[u]nder normal principles of conspiracy liability, foreign nationals and companies may be liable for conspiring to violate the FCPA ... even if they are not, or could not be, independently charged with a substantive FCPA violation,” but acknowledges the Second Circuit’s opinion in Hoskins.\textsuperscript{70} The 2020 edition states “at least in the Second Circuit, an individual can be criminally prosecuted for conspiracy to violate the FCPA anti-bribery provisions or aiding and abetting an FCPA anti-bribery violation only if that individual’s conduct and role fall into one of the specifically enumerated categories expressly listed in the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions.” However, the FCPA Resource Guide then notes that “[a]t least one district court from another circuit has rejected the reasoning in the Hoskins decision, and concluded that the defendants could be criminally liable for conspiracy to violate the FCPA anti-bribery provisions, and aiding and abetting a violation, even though they do not belong to the class of individuals capable of committing a substantive FCPA violation.”\textsuperscript{71} Consequently, for now, the U.S. DOJ’s ability to prosecute foreign nationals and companies for conspiracy if they fall outside the statute’s listed categories of persons remains somewhat unclear.

5. The Absence of a Private Right of Action

23. Unlike the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (“RICO”) Act,\textsuperscript{72} the FCPA does not confer a private right of action.\textsuperscript{73} As the Second Circuit Court of Appeals noted in Republic of Iraq v. ABB AG, “[t]he statute’s prohibitions focus on the regulated entities; the FCPA contains no language expressing solicitude for those who might be victimized by acts of bribery, or for any particular class of persons.”\textsuperscript{74}

24. The increased enforcement of the FCPA has, however, led to a rise in collateral civil litigation.\textsuperscript{75} In some cases, plaintiffs have relied on Section 10b of the Securities Exchange Act to “bring a cause of action to recover damages incurred by shareholders ... alleging that the officers and
directors of a corporation] made materially false and misleading statements concerning the adequacy of internal controls designed to prevent FCPA violations.” 76 These efforts have achieved mixed results due to plaintiffs’ failure to prove the required scienter requirement. 77

II. FCPA-Related Disputes in International Commercial Arbitration

25. Parties have come to raise corruption issues in two different ways in international commercial arbitration. First, they have used corruption as a shield to defend against contract performance, claiming that the contract violates the FCPA and public policy (including as evidenced in the FCPA). Second, parties have used the FCPA and their compliance programs in contractual disputes to enforce their internal compliance programs’ disciplinary policies and pursue contractual sanctions. Assessing how parties have brought FCPA-related claims and defenses under both of these approaches demonstrates a continued need to evaluate a party’s FCPA obligations, or general risks of corruption, at the time of contract formation and suggests that international commercial arbitration can be an effective forum for enforcing a company’s FCPA compliance program.

1. The FCPA as a Shield: Foreign Corrupt Practices as a Defense to Contract Performance

1.1. Contracts Governed by U.S. Law

26. Under long-standing U.S. common law principles, “if a promise or other term of an agreement is unenforceable on grounds of public policy if legislation provides that it is unenforceable or the interest in its enforcement is clearly outweighed in the circumstances by a public policy against the enforcement of such terms.” 78 For example, in S. T. Grand, Inc. v. City of New York, the New York Court of Appeals held that “where work is done pursuant to an illegal ... contract, no recovery may be had ... either on the contract or in [quantum meruit].” 79 The illegality may take root in the promise, the consideration, the object, or the performance of the contract. 80

27. However, “not every minor wrongdoing in the course of contract performance will insulate the other party from liability for work done or goods furnished. There must at least be a direct connection between the illegal transaction and the obligation sued upon.” 81 An arbitral tribunal may decide that “[i]f less than all of an agreement is unenforceable” the rest of the agreement may be enforceable “in favor of a [good faith] party who did not engage in serious misconduct if the performance as to which the agreement is unenforceable is not an essential part of the agreed exchange.” 82 For example, some courts have noted that “[a] mere agent or depository of the proceeds of an illegal transaction will not be permitted to assert the defense of illegality in an action to recover the proceeds by a party to the illegal transaction.” 83 Under the Restatement (Second) of Contracts, a party may seek “restitution for performance ... rendered ... in return for a promise that is unenforceable on grounds of public policy if ... he was excusably ignorant of the facts ... in the absence of which the promise would be enforceable, or ... he was not equally in the wrong with the promisor.” 84

28. In ICC Case No. 13914, an arbitral tribunal, seated in London and applying Texan law, relied on the FCPA to determine whether the underlying contract should be unenforceable as against public policy. In this dispute, a U.S. corporation entered into a consulting agreement with a consultant with experience working with the government of an African state, in order to “diligently seek and solicit orders for the provision of [offshore seismic studies services] to be provided by [the U.S. Company] in the [African state].” 85

29. Under the consulting agreement, the U.S. corporation had to pay commissions to the consultant on the sales of seismic data gathered by the U.S. corporation. The consulting agreement also contained an anti-bribery and corruption representation and warranty. 86

30. Following a refusal by the U.S. corporation to pay commissions under the contract, the consultant initiated an arbitration for breach of contract. As a defense, the U.S. corporation argued that the consultant had “engaged in unlawful activities, including bribing officials in the state-owned company ... that was responsible for granting rights relating to offshore mining in State X, and that consequently he had no right to any payments, which, besides, would infringe the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.” 87

31. “[C]onvinced that the payments made by Respondents under the Consulting Agreement were greatly used by [the consultant] to [bribe] key ... officials [of a State-owned company]” the arbitral tribunal found that the consulting agreement was null and void and that “[n]either party may ... seek restitution under [the consulting agreement].” 88

82 - Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 184.
83 - Sw. Shipping Corp. v. Nat’l City Bank of New York, 6 N.Y.2d 454, 460 (N.Y. 1959)
84 - Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 198; see also J. Kostritsky, Illegal Contracts and Efficient Deterrence: a Study In Modern Contract Theory, 74 Iowa L. Rev. 115 (1988).
85 - ICC Case No. 13914, Award ¶ 194 (2013).
86 - The representation and warranty provided that “[c]onsultant warrants, represents, and covenants that neither it nor any of its employees or representatives, directly or indirectly, (i) has or shall have any agreement or arrangement with, (ii) made or shall make any offer to, (iii) gave or shall give to, or (iv) promised or shall promise to, any official, employee, or representative of any customer, government, governmental agency, or political party, under which any such official, employee, representative, or political party shall receive either directly or indirectly anything of value whether monetary or otherwise.” Id. ¶ 237.
87 - Id., Case Summary.
88 - Id. ¶ 238.
Importantly, the arbitral tribunal found that, through their choice of the laws of Texas, the parties agreed to incorporate U.S. federal law, including the FCPA. The arbitral tribunal relied on the U.S. DOJ FCPA Guidance, including the list of "red flags" indicating a possibility of improper conduct by intermediaries or third parties, and held that "[t]he antibribery provisions of the FCPA … make it unlawful for a US person and certain foreign issuers of securities to make payments to a foreign official for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business." ICC Case No. 13914 thus illustrates that the FCPA may be relied upon to establish the illegality of a contract governed by a U.S. choice-of-law clause in international commercial arbitration.

1.2. Contracts Not Governed by U.S. Law

32. With regard to contracts that do not contain a U.S. choice-of-law clause, a distinction must be drawn between contracts that do not contain any choice-of-law clause, and contracts that contain a non-U.S. choice-of-law clause.

33. The taking into account of the FCPA in contracts that do not contain a choice-of-law clause will be left to the discretion of the arbitral tribunal, which will either proceed through a classical two-step conflict of law analysis, or directly apply the law it deems appropriate. With regard to issues of corruption, an arbitral tribunal is more likely to take the FCPA into consideration if there is a close nexus between the dispute and the United States, and may under some circumstances apply the concept of dépeçage to hold that some—but not all—issues arising under the contract, including FCPA compliance, shall be governed by U.S. law.  

34. The taking into account of the FCPA in disputes governed by a non-U.S. choice-of-law clause reveals to be a more difficult—although not impossible—endeavor. As a starting point, it must be underscored that courts and arbitral tribunal alike are particularly deferential to the parties’ choice-of-law clause in international contracts, a choice that has been qualified by the U.S. Supreme Court as an “almost indispensable precondition to achievement of the orderliness and predictability essential to any international business transaction[.]” Choice-of-law clauses are thus presumptively valid in international arbitration, and only in limited circumstances an arbitral tribunal may apply or take into consideration a law other than the law chosen by the parties.

35. In a dispute governed by a non-U.S. choice-of-law clause, an arbitral tribunal may decide to take the FCPA into account if the dispute has a close nexus with the United States and the United States has substantial public policy interests in regulating the matter. For example, under article 9(3) of Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 ("Rome I Regulation"), an arbitral tribunal may give "[f]e[ef]ect … to the overriding mandatory provisions of the law of the country where the obligations arising out of the contract have to be … performed, in so far as those overriding mandatory provisions render the performance of the contract unlawful[.]"

36. Article 9(3) of the Rome I Regulation is close to U.S. conflict of law principles, which allow for the application of the law of the state “which has a materially greater interest than the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and which … would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an effective choice of law by the parties.” However, the two choice-of-law rules diverge insofar as, under U.S. common law, a court may look beyond the place of performance to evaluate the applicable law. This distinction was critical in the Paris Court of Appeals’ refusal to

89 - Id. § 191.
90 - Id. § 192 The arbitral tribunal, in particular, relied on the unusual payment patterns or financial arrangements; a history of corruption in the country; a refusal by the foreign joint venture partner or representative to provide a certification that it will not take any action in furtherance of an unlawful offer, promise, or payment to a foreign public official and not take any act that would cause the US firm to be in violation of the FCPA; unusually high commissions; lack of transparency in expenses and accounting records; apparent lack of qualifications or resources on the part of the joint venture partner or representative to perform services offered, and whether the joint venture partner or representative has been recommended by an official of the potential governmental customer.
91 - Id. § 233. Note that the arbitral tribunal also relied on international law, including the United Nations Convention against Corruption, the OECD: Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, the Council of Europe: Criminal Law Convention on Corruption; and the OAS: Inter-American Convention Against Corruption, as well as precedents from international commercial arbitration to show that anti-corruption is an "integral part of the international public policy." Id. § 230.
92 - G. Born, supra n. 10 at 2625-35. Arbitrators generally have discretionary powers in determining the applicable conflict of law rule. See id. at 2633-34; see also, UNCITRAL Model Law, Art. 28(2); English Arbitration Act 1996 (1996); Abu Dhabi Inv. Auth. v. Citigroup, Inc., No. 12 Civ. 283 GBD, 2013 WL 789842, at *6-7 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 4, 2013), aff’d, 557 F. App’x 66 (2d Cir. 2014); French Code Civil Procedure, Art. 1511; 2010 UNCITRAL Rules, Art. 35(1); 2012 ICC Rules, Art. 21(1). Note, however, that it is debatable whether the arbitral tribunal will apply the choice-of-law rules of the seat of arbitration. See, e.g., G. Born, supra n. 10, at 2649-41; G. Bermann, Mandatory Rules of Law in International Arbitration, 71(1) European International Arbitration Review 101 (2018); ICC Case No. 7971, Award ¶ 19 (2001) (applying the choice of law rules of the seat of arbitration).
93 - Restatement (Second) of Contracts Section 188; Rome I Regulation Art. 4, 9(3).
94 - See, e.g., Corporacion Venezolana de Fomento v. Vintoro Sales Corp., 629 F.2d 786, 795 n.8 (2d Cir. 1980) (“Dépeçage occurs where the rules of one legal system are applied to regulate certain issues arising from a given transaction or occurrence, while those of another system regulate the other issues. The technique permits a more nuanced handling of certain multistate situations and thus forwards the policy of apteness.”);
98 - Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 187(2). See also Lehman Bros. Commercial Corp. v. Minnmetals Intern. Non-Ferrous Metals Trading Co., 179 F. Supp. 2d 118, 138-39 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (“[t]he fact that the parties’ contract does not contain any choice-of-law clause[.] does not necessarily mean that the contract is enforceable; New York law does not ignore an illegality in China. A contract that is illegal in its place of performance is unenforceable in New York if the parties entered into the contract with a view to violate the laws of other jurisdiction.”).
99 - Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 188(2) (taking into account the place of contracting, the place of negotiation of the contract, the place of performance, the location of the subject matter of the contract, and the domicile, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of business of the parties.). Note that “[t]hese contacts are to be evaluated according to their relative importance with respect to the particular issue.” Id. But see, e.g, Kashfi v. Phibro-Saloman, Inc., 628 F. Supp. 727, 737 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (“The legality of a contract is ordinarily determined in accordance with the law of the place where the contract is performed.”); Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 202(2).
give effect to the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations prohibiting the exportation or sale of merchandise to Iran or the Iranian government to a contract which did not call for performance in the United States.100

37. The Hilmarton saga illustrates the difficulties that can arise when a party seeks to apply the anti-bribery and corruption laws of a state other than the state that both parties had originally selected. In Hilmarton, a French company, Société Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation (OTV), entered into an agreement with Hilmarton under which Hilmarton was to provide legal, fiscal, and administrative consulting services in support of a public bid in Algeria. A dispute arose between the parties, and Hilmarton sought to recoup its commission by commencing an arbitration governed by a Swiss choice-of-law clause.101 As a defense, OTV invoked an Algerian loi de police which, in essence, “forbids any bribery, including any intervention involving real or supposed relations within the State or bodies of the Algerian State.”102

38. Finding in favor of OTV, the sole arbitrator declared the award void and held that the parties’ consulting agreement violated Algerian law, which “is encompassed in public international law and must be found to be against the principle of morality of article 20 al. 1 of [the Swiss Code of Obligations] and the Swiss ordre public.”103

39. The subsequent procedural history of Hilmarton is well known. Applying two different standards of review,104 French and Swiss courts respectively enforced and annulled the award. Swiss courts annulled the award on the basis that it was “arbitrary,” because OTV did not bring any evidence of bribery and Swiss law allows contracts of intermediaries.105

40. While the precedential value of the Hilmarton saga may be limited due to the especially intrusive standard of review applied by Swiss courts at the time,106 subsequent arbitrations have showed that some arbitrators do not easily override a choice-of-law clause in favor of the application of the FCPA. In ICC Case No. 9333, a French company entered into a consulting agreement with an individual in relation to the obtaining of a contract with an African public company. Under the agreement, the individual, whose father was a well-known senior advisor to the head of state, introduced the French company to the African public company, and kept the French company informed of the commercial aspects of its competitor’s bids. In exchange, the French company, which did not usually exercise in the target strategic sector and was unknown to the African public company, agreed to pay a commission of 4,000,000 French francs. The French company ultimately won the bid at a price of 7,000,000 million French francs – around half the amount proposed by their competitor107 – and the parties agreed to reduce the commission to 1,900,000 French francs.108 The consultant however requested that all payments be made to a Swiss bank account.

41. Following the acquisition of the French company by a U.S. company, it refused to make payments to the Swiss bank account, alleging that the U.S. company and its group had a new FCPA policy pursuant to which it was prohibited from making payments to countries outside of the agent’s country.109 A dispute between the parties arose, and the consultant commenced an arbitration against the company. The parties’ arbitration agreement provided for an ICC arbitration by a sole arbitrator and applied Swiss law.110 As a defense against the enforcement of the consulting agreement, the U.S. company claimed that the FCPA was “fully applicable to the parties’ contractual relationships”111 and that the consulting agreement was void because its object was illicit and contrary to public morals.112

42. Before determining whether the FCPA was applicable to this dispute, the sole arbitrator analyzed whether the defendant had effectively proved any corrupt practices. In so doing, the sole arbitrator applied the common “red flags” analysis, focusing primarily on the substantial amount of the commission paid to the consultant. The arbitral tribunal found that the commission was justified because of the strategic nature of the target market and of the high barriers to entry that the defendant would face as a new entrant.113 The sole arbitrator found that the “lack of any documentary proof” substantiating the illegality defense was an important indicia in resolving the dispute. In fact, the defendant did not even bring evidence of the implementation of its alleged FCPA policy or of the suspension of payments in similar contracts,114 and made two payments to the Swiss bank account prior to the suspension of payments in this dispute.115 For the arbitrator, the lack of any evidence of corruption was particularly telling in light of the FCPA on the ground that “any documentary proof” substantiating the illegality defense was an important indicia in resolving the dispute. In fact, the defendant did not even bring evidence of the implementation of its alleged FCPA policy or of the suspension of payments in similar contracts,114 and made two payments to the Swiss bank account prior to the suspension of payments in this dispute.115 For the arbitrator, the lack of any evidence of corruption was particularly telling in light of the U.S. parent company’s duty to keep complete books and records under the FCPA, and the likely due diligence that preceded the acquisition of the French company.116 Finally, the sole arbitrator considered that the consultant’s agreement to reduce the amount of the commission and the African company’s agreement to accept the French company’s substantially lower offer militate against a finding of bribery.117

43. The arbitrator then rejected the applicability of the FCPA on the ground that “it does not apply to subsidiaries of U.S. companies located abroad” and instead only binds
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the U.S. parent company. The sole arbitrator further found that, although Swiss law “may eventually” allow the application of foreign law as a mandatory law of public policy, the FCPA was primarily designed to restore the public trust in the integrity of U.S. companies domestically, and that although the objectives pursued by the FCPA were evidently transnational, this does not necessarily imply that the methods employed by the United States in this context must be applied transnationally. The sole arbitrator concluded that “transposed to the present dispute, … the objective of fighting against corruption, although laudable, does not necessarily justify the exportation of the singular methods or of the codes of conduct of the FCPA in order to achieve this goal (methods which have in fact [prompted] much criticism, in the United States and abroad).”121 ICC Case No. 9333 illustrates the difficulty that some parties may have in raising issues of FCPA compliance as a defense to enforcement in disputes subject to non-U.S. law and underlines the need to evaluate a party’s FCPA obligations or general risks of corruption at the time of contract formation in order to avoid potential issues arising later. One way of addressing this may be through the inclusion of FCPA representations and warranties in sales agreements.122

44. Commentators have recommended that arbitrators turn to international public law to resolve issues of corruption.123 On the one hand, this solution has a practical appeal because – in light of the importance of international conventions in the field124 – the results achieved by applying international treaties and principles of public international law may not create a significant deviance from domestic legislation. On the other hand, parties and arbitral tribunals should be attentive to the risk that “[a] choice-of-forum and [a] choice-of-law clause[,] operate[,] in tandem” to shield a contract from any anti-bribery scrutiny,125 which could cause a national court to annul or deny the enforcement of an award under the public policy exception of the New York Convention.126 Arbitral tribunals may also need to determine whether the conduct allegedly violative of public international law is legal under the relevant domestic laws – and the consequences of such legality.

1.3. The Potential Limitations on the Use of FCPA Settlements

45. In order to prove a defense of illegality, some parties have attempted to rely on settlements concluded with U.S. regulatory agencies to show that their co-contracting party was guilty of having committed a corrupt practice. In *Vantage Deepwater v. Petrobras America*, the parties had entered into a drilling services agreement in 2009 pursuant to which Vantage Deepwater leased an oil drilling rig to Petrobras America for an eight-year period. Less than three years into the contract, Petrobras America terminated the agreement and refused to pay the lease for the remainder of the term. Vantage Deepwater initiated an ICDR arbitration to recoup damages for early breach of the agreement. In response, Petrobras American denied liability and claimed that “Vantage materially breached the DSA due to alleged bribery and corruption[,]”127 including “non-compliance with the FCPA.”128

46. In order to substantiate its allegation of corruption and bribery, Petrobras America submitted “[a] Form 10-Q filed with the SEC on 4 May 2018 by Vantage Drilling International” which “disclosed an agreement … between Claimants and the SEC … to settle Claimants’ alleged violations of the FCPA, including a payment of US$5 million.”129

47. The arbitral tribunal found that it could not “give any weight” to the FCPA settlement because it constituted an “offer of settlement, not a confession or proof with respect to violation of the FCPA or the commission of bribery and corruption” and the “consideration of that settlement offer would be contrary to a long-standing public policy at the arbitral seat (the United States) which aims to promote voluntary resolution of disputes.”130

48. The finding of the ICDR tribunal in *Vantage Deepwater v. Petrobras America* arguably continues an evidentiary practice, observed by United States courts, which holds that settlement agreements (or overtures) are not to be used in proof of liability of the underlying allegation that led to the settlement (or offer). Under Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, “[e]vidence of the following is not admissible – on behalf of any party – either to prove or disprove the validity or amount of a disputed claim or to impeach by a prior inconsistent statement or a contradiction: (1) furnishing, promising, or offering; or accepting, promising to accept, or offering to accept – a valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to compromise the claim; and (2) conduct or a statement made during compromise negotiations about the claim …”131

---
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49. The award in *Petrosbras* relied on this rule on the basis that the arbitration was seated in the United States – with the seat of arbitration providing the background *lex arbitri*. The question remains, however, whether an arbitral tribunal seated outside of the United States could exclude settlement evidence on the same basis. Some may argue that a simple *a contrario* interpretation of *Petrosbras* could mean that the evidentiary rules of the United States are inapplicable. Further, a party could argue that a choice of law clause designating the laws of a state of the United States will not incorporate the evidentiary rules excluding settlement discussions.132

50. Against this, it could be argued, it would seem inconceivable to give settlements with regulatory agencies a greater strength abroad than in the United States. Arguably, it could chill the efforts of regulatory agencies to conclude settlements if the signatory party were concerned with exposure outside of the United States for this conduct. Moreover, an arbitral tribunal seated outside of the United States could still exclude settlement materials pursuant to article 9(2)(b) of the IBA Rules, which allows the “exclusion from evidence … of any Document … on the ground of illegal impediment or privilege under the legal or ethical rules determined by the Arbitral Tribunal to be applicable.”133 Or, settlements concluded with U.S. regulatory agencies which do not contain an admission of liability134 could arguably be excluded on the basis of article 9(2)(a) of the IBA Rules for “lack of sufficient relevance to the case or materiality of the outcome.”135 International arbitration conventions, national arbitration legislations, and institutional rules also provide for enough flexibility to account for the policy and evidentiary practices surrounding settlement.136

---

2. The FCPA as a Sword: Mandatory Compliance Programs and Contractual Commitments

51. While the FCPA does not confer a private right of action, corporations often incorporate FCPA commitments in their internal compliance programs as well as their contractual agreement with third parties. Over the past two decades, the U.S. DOJ and SEC have encouraged U.S. companies to develop “effective [and dynamic] compliance programs … tailored to the company’s specific business and to the risks associated with that business.”137 Pursuant to the U.S. DOJ and SEC, “[an effective compliance program promotes an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law,” which in turn, “protect[s] the company’s reputation, ensures investor value and confidence, reduces uncertainty in business transactions, and secures [the company’s] assets.”138 Compliance programs should thus preferably be “thoughtfully implemented, and consistently enforced … [to help] prevent, detect, remediate, and report misconduct.”139 It is with these parameters that the U.S. DOJ and SEC “consider the adequacy of a company’s compliance program when deciding what, if any, [enforcement] action to take” when evaluating possible violations of the FCPA.140

52. Compliance programs may include requirements that a party “include standard provisions in agreements … with all … business partners that are reasonably calculated to prevent violations of the anti-corruption laws, which may include: (a) anti-corruption representations and undertakings …; (b) rights to conduct audits of the books and records …; and (c) rights to terminate an agent or business partner as a result of any breach of anti-corruption laws ….”141 These anti-corruption and bribery commitments have led to the development of ancillary FCPA contractual disputes.

53. The seminal decision of the French Cour de Cassation in *Biomet* illustrates the importance of anti-corruption agreements. In *Biomet*, two French companies entered into a brokerage agreement pursuant to which Biomet France alleged to have paid a commission of 35% of sales made in France by the agency of Equilibre Impiant Chirurgical (EIC). Under article 14 of the brokerage agreement, EIC committed to exert its activities according to the applicable rules and regulations. In August 15, 2010, EIC subscribed to the global anti-corruption policy of the Biomet Group, which included a commitment to regularly sign a certification to their adherence to the policy and to satisfactorily

---
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participate in trainings on the laws applicable to the fight against corruption.\textsuperscript{142}

54. Biomet’s global anticorruption policy was essential since, on March 26, 2012, the U.S. parent of Biomet entered into a deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ pursuant to which Biomet agreed to “develop and promulgate compliance standards and procedures designed to reduce the prospect of violations of the anti-corruption laws and Biomet’s compliance code and will take appropriate measures to encourage and support the observance of ethics and compliance standards and procedures against foreign bribery at all levels of the company. These standards and procedures shall apply to all directors, officers, and employees and, where necessary and appropriate, outside parties acting on behalf of Biomet in a foreign jurisdiction, including but not limited to, agents and intermediaries, consultants, representatives, distributors, teaming partners, contractors and suppliers, consortia, and joint venture partners.”\textsuperscript{143}

55. Yet, in July 2013, following the expiration of the first certification, EIC refused to recommit to this certification. Biomet thus terminated the contract for material breach of the brokerage agreement.\textsuperscript{144} EIC challenged Biomet’s termination and stated a claim against Biomet for tortious breach of an established commercial relationship.\textsuperscript{145}

56. Finding against EIC, the Cour de Cassation held that “EIC’s breach of its contractual obligations, in that they were susceptible of causing the liability of Biomet, was sufficiently material to justify the termination of the contractual relationship without notice.”\textsuperscript{146}

57. Biomet is destined to play a central role in the enforcement of anti-corruption clauses. In this case, neither the Cour de Cassation nor the Paris Court of Appeals required Biomet to bring evidence of an act of corruption. Biomet is also the consecration of broader corporate initiatives to detect and prevent corruption, including FCPA violations.\textsuperscript{147}

58. In 2004, the UN Global Compact – a non-binding United Nations framework encouraging businesses and CEOs to implement universal sustainability principles and to take steps to support the goals of the United Nations\textsuperscript{148} – included an anti-bribery and corruption mandate under which “[b]usinesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.”\textsuperscript{149}

59. Parties developing voluntary compliance programs may look to various international guidance, such as the International Chamber of Commerce’s (“ICC”) 2011 Rules on Combating Corruption. The 2011 ICC Rules on Combating Corruption “play an important role in assisting [enterprises to comply with their legal obligations and with the numerous anti-corruption initiatives at the international level].”\textsuperscript{150} Parties may incorporate these rules through the ICC model anti-corruption clause.\textsuperscript{151}

60. With the background of the U.N. Global Compact and the 2011 Rules on Combating Corruption, parties may seek to integrate contractual disciplinary policies to ensure “that violations are addressed in a fair, purposeful and accountable way.”\textsuperscript{152} In fact, the enforcement of internal compliance programs through disciplinary policies and contractual sanctions allows parties to ensure that anti-bribery and corruption policies are duly respected and to effectively monitor and remedy deviations from these standards. The United Nations Office on Drug and Crime (“UNODC”) has published guidelines (the “UNODC Guidelines”) recommending that companies include a “catalogue of sanctions” as well as “guidelines on procedures and responsibilities.”\textsuperscript{153} By encouraging companies to define sanctions that “may be imposed to penalize employees and business partners who violate the company’s anti-corruption policies and procedures[,]” the UNODC Guidelines provide support to companies desiring to create complex and dynamic procedural rules to address and remedy corruption. The suggested sanctions include the termination of relationships, the exclusion from business opportunities, and the assignment of unfavorable conditions. Recourse to commercial remedies – e.g. preferred supplier status or reduced monitoring frequency – are also suggested.\textsuperscript{154} Importantly, the UNODC Guidelines make clear that “companies can also seek to utilize the legal system to apply sanctions to business partners[,] … impose a
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contractual penalty on a supplier[,] ... [and] claim compensatory damages."155

61. The UNODC Guidelines are of particular interest insomuch as they offer a detailed and enforceable framework to address corruption issues with business partners. As KPMG noted in its 2014 Third-Party Risk Management Survey, one of the “most challenging anti-bribery and corruption issues” faced by multinational corporations is “the difficulty in performing effective due diligence.”156 In response, “organizations are looking to build processes and programs to manage third-party risk that is efficient, scalable... [and] embedded into their overall compliance program.”157

62. When choosing a forum to adjudicate issues to enforce commercial sanctions for non-compliance with anti-bribery and corruption policies, parties to international contracts may consider opting for international commercial arbitration for a variety of reasons. First, international commercial arbitration alleviates the high concern of partiality that is perceived in corruption matters.158 Second, international commercial arbitration allows parties to adopt flexible procedural rules of discovery as well as witness and expert testimony that can be narrowly tailored to issues of corruption.159 Third, some parties may desire to nominate arbitrators with knowledge of specific issues raised by compliance disputes.160 The parties may adopt the Hague Rules on Business and Human Rights Arbitration, which are based on the 2013 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and provide for a Code of Conduct for arbitrators,161 recommend the constitution of a diverse tribunal,162 require that the presiding arbitrator demonstrates expertise in the areas relevant to the dispute,163 and allow for dispositive motions to object to defenses which are manifestly without merit.164 Specifically, under the Hague Rules on Business and Human Rights Arbitration, parties have the “broadest possible flexibility in choosing the normative sources from which the applicable law is drawn, including, for example, industry or supply chain codes of conduct, statutory commitments ... or any other relevant [X] business and [Y] human rights norms which the parties have agreed to apply[,]” thus offering parties the flexibility to arbitrate anti-bribery and corruption commitments while taking into account statutory commitments under the FCPA.

63. As foreshadowed at the time of the passing of the FCPA, “[t]he criminalization of foreign corporate bribery” has, “to a significant extent act[ed] as a self-enforcing, preventative mechanism.”165 While the statute does not confer a private right of action, it encourages corporations to design preventive compliance programs of significant extraterritorial application, and to incorporate in their international contracts anti-corruption commitments from foreign corporations. With international commercial arbitration, corporations have an opportunity to design private contractual sanctions mechanisms to deter their cocontracting parties from engaging in foreign corrupt practices and to minimize the general risks of corruption during the life cycle of international contracts.